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Abstract This article elaborates on the relation between ethical casuistry and

common law reasoning. Despite the frequent talk of casuistry as common law

morality, remarks on this issue largely remain at the purely metaphorical level. The

article outlines and scrutinizes Albert Jonsen and Stephen Toulmin’s version of

casuistry and its basic elements. Drawing lessons for casuistry from common law

reasoning, it is argued that one generally has to be faithful to ethical paradigms.

There are, however, limitations for the binding force of paradigms. The most

important limitations—the possibilities of overruling and distinguishing paradigm

norms—are similar in common law and in casuistry, or so it is argued. These

limitations explain why casuistry is not necessarily overly conservative and con-

ventional, which is one line of criticism to which casuists can now better respond.

Another line of criticism has it that the very reasoning from case to case is extre-

mely unclear in casuistry. I suggest a certain model of analogical reasoning to

address this critique. All my suggestions to understand and to enhance casuistry

make use of common law reasoning whilst remaining faithful to Jonsen and

Toulmin’s main ideas and commitments. Further developed along these lines,

casuistry can appropriately be called ‘‘common law morality.’’

Keywords Casuistry � Common law � Analogical reasoning � Principlism �
Methods

Casuistry is widely regarded as one of the major approaches to contemporary

bioethics. Its orientation to cases and reasoning from case to case come naturally for

many health care professionals, simply because this is how they were trained in
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medical school—they learned medicine largely through the use of paradigm cases.

This is also how they practice as physicians—they think in concrete cases

concerning individual patients, not in abstract theories. It is thus not very surprising

that casuistry has some appeal for health care professionals and seems appropriate

for medical ethics. The revival of casuistry can largely be attributed to Albert Jonsen

and Stephen Toulmin, who offered a modern version of casuistry with their 1988

The Abuse of Casuistry [1], which was later developed and defended by Jonsen.1

Jonsen and Toulmin launched a massive attack on bioethical theories that work top-

down (from principles to cases) and view rules, principles, or rights as important

ingredients of morality. In an early paper, Toulmin even spoke of the ‘‘tyranny of

principles’’ in applied ethics; principles obscure moral reasoning, so he argued, and

continually run into conflicts [2]. The proposed alternative approach is basically to

rely on shared convictions about paradigm cases and to reason by analogy from

these paradigms to reach solutions in novel cases.

Many authors recognized the close relation between casuistry and the reasoning

in case law systems [1, 3, 4]. John Arras even called casuistry ‘‘morisprudence’’ and

‘‘common law morality’’ [5, 6]. However, so far, there has been no attempt to

elaborate this relation between casuistry and common law reasoning beyond the

purely metaphorical level. This is precisely what I shall do in this paper, thereby

clarifying and strengthening casuistry. I will first provide a brief outline of casuistry

and point to some problems of Jonsen and Toulmin’s version of it. I will then draw

on common law reasoning in order to achieve a deeper understanding of casuistry

and to strengthen casuistry as a theory in ethics.

Casuistry: the basics

Casuists share Aristotle’s conviction that ethics is fundamentally practical rather

than theoretical. In practical fields, our ‘‘locus of certitude’’ is at the level of

particular facts of experience; we ‘‘have more certainty of their truth, than we ever

do about the general principles that we may use to account for them’’ [1, p. 26].

Casuists claim that ‘‘moral knowledge is essentially particular’’ [1, p. 330] and that

general principles are mere abstractions from our intuitions about cases towards a

higher and more general level, but that they do not add anything to the intuitions

about cases. This is the main reason why casuists reestablished casuistry as an

approach to ethical problems that focuses on paradigms and analogical reasoning in

order to resolve questions about moral obligations in particular cases [1, p. 257].

Drawing heavily on the high casuistry of the Jesuits—especially during the

century between 1556 (starting with the publication of Martin Azpilcueta’s

Enchiridion) and 1656 (ending with the publication of Blaise Pascal’s The

Provincial Letters)—Jonsen and Toulmin developed their new casuistry which

emphasizes three categories: taxonomy, morphology, and kinetics. I will introduce

one category at a time, using Jonsen’s own example, the well-known and

anonymously reported case of Debbie [7]. I will first closely follow Jonsen’s

1 Toulmin did not write on casuistry—or ethics in general—after publication of the book.
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illustration and only then raise doubts about the case resolution and its use of

casuistry. Here is Jonsen’s case description:

A resident in obstetrics is called late at night to see a young woman whom he

does not know. On reviewing her chart he sees that she is in the terminal

stages of ovarian cancer. Entering her room, he notes her emaciated state and

obviously great pain. She pleads, ‘‘let’s get this over.’’ The resident

administers a heavy dosage of morphine and Debbie dies within an hour of

the respiratory depression induced by the morphine. [8, p. 298]

So how does casuistry resolve this case? Jonsen starts with the morphology,

which refers to the ‘‘center of a case’’ and to the circumstances that ‘‘stand around

the center.’’ The center is ‘‘constituted of certain maxims, brief rule-like sayings that

give moral identity to the case…. [Maxims] distill, in a pithy way, experience.’’

When a paradigm is the general prohibition of killing, a maxim might be a saying

like ‘‘force may be repulsed by force.’’ The circumstances are constituted by

‘‘certain persons, places, times, actions and affairs … listed … in a standard way as

‘who, what, when, where, why, how and by what means.’’’ In Debbie’s case, the

circumstances are precisely what are found in the case description, which is not

surprising since the circumstances are ‘‘the descriptive elements of the narrative, the

story … [whereas the] maxims provide the ‘morals’ of the story.’’ Likely maxims

include ‘‘‘competent persons have a right to determine their fate,’ ‘the physician

should respect the wishes of the patient,’ ‘relieve pain,’ ‘thou shalt not kill,’’’ etc.

The task is to determine which maxims should ‘‘rule the case and to what extent.’’

Both, the selection of the very maxim and its extent are determined by the

circumstances. Maxims are not important or weighty in themselves; rather, ‘‘a

maxim would accumulate weight from the circumstances that hang from it in a

particular case. This interplay of circumstances and maxims constitute the structure

of a case’’ [8, p. 298 f.] (cf. [1, p. 252 ff.]). Most cases also lead to qualifiers, like, in

Debbie’s case, ‘‘unless she is mentally incompetent at the time she uttered her wish

to die.’’

The taxonomy is the ‘‘lining up of cases in a certain order’’ [8, p. 301]. The

starting point is usually a case that is a paradigmatic instance of rightness or

wrongness within the relevant type. Such paradigms are, for instance, sexual abuse

of children or gratuitous care of the impoverished sick. According to Jonsen, the

relevant type in Debbie’s case is killing. The task is thus to draw a lineup of cases of

killing, starting with the paradigm of unprovoked killing that entails the maxim

‘‘thou shalt not kill,’’ and then moving to less certain cases. Take cases of provoked

killing, such as killing in self-defense against a direct attack or, less certain, killing

in self-defense against an attack on one’s family, killing in self-defense to protect

property, preemptive defense, etc. Cases of physician assisted suicide have their

place in the taxonomy of killing, ‘‘ready for an analysis of the relevant similarities

and differences that lead to a judgment of justifiable or unjustifiable killing.

Debbie’s case stands in a line that might begin with a case about a competent, lucid

patient with terminal illness requesting his or her personal physician to administer a

lethal drug.’’ Her case obviously differs from this paradigm in that the physician did

not know Debbie with her specific condition and that Debbie’s lucidity is doubtful.
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The question is now whether there are circumstances in Debbie’s case that ‘‘are

sufficient to allow an exception to the maxim in the basic paradigm’’ of prohibited

killing, circumstances such as a competent request, intractable pain, or terminal

illness [8, p. 302].

The ‘‘understanding of the way in which one case imparts a kind of moral

movement to other cases’’ is called kinetics, just ‘‘as a billiard ball imparts motion to

the stationary one it hits.’’ Kinetics is where the circumstances get fitted to other

‘‘important social institutions’’ or ‘‘personal ideals,’’ thus appropriating or weighing

them up. Relevant aspects in Debbie’s case are the extent of pain, the degree of

lucidity, the probability of successful palliation, and the scope of the resident’s

familiarity with Debbie. The appropriate fit or weight comes ‘‘from the wisdom of

experience’’ [8, p. 303 f.]. Resolving Debbie’s case, and I can only quote this

extensively in order not to summarize him unfairly, Jonsen holds that

the kinetics of this case might move in two different directions. The most

likely one for the clinical ethicist to take would be to challenge the

competency of the requester who is in great pain and depression, as well as to

question the adequacy of the physician’s knowledge and involvement in the

case…. A second approach that the casuist might take is to explore the

implications of a physician accepting voluntary euthanasia requests even in

appropriate circumstances…. This approach is a form of the so-called

‘‘slippery slope’’ response. Debbie’s case is resolved casuistically with ease.

The casuist need not move to more theoretical considerations about the

principle of autonomy. Staying at the level of the case, the casuist can note

that defects in the voluntary nature of the request and the adequacy of the

physician’s involvement are sufficiently serious that no exception to the

dominance of the maxim against killing is justified. The resident was wrong to

administer the morphine in a lethal dose. [8, p. 305 f.] (italics added)

Critique

This version of casuistry has been criticized harshly.2 One common line of criticism

is that casuists seem to believe that cases magically speak for themselves. As Arras

has put it,

In a manner somewhat reminiscent of pre-Kuhnian philosophers of science

clinging to the possibility of ‘theory free’ factual observations … [the]

casuists’ account of case analysis fails to supply us with principles of

relevance that explain what binds the cases together and how the meaning of

one case points beyond itself toward the resolution of subsequent cases. [6,

p. 39 f.]

Criticism has also been raised against casuistry because it seems to leave applicants

completely in the dark about how to determine the taxonomy fitting the particular

2 I only touch on very few points of criticism that are particularly interesting for my argument. For

further critiques, see Tom Tomlinson’s discussion of Jonsen’s case resolution [9, p. 99 ff.].
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case [9, p. 100; 3, p. 402]. Probably the most important criticism is that casuistry is

overly conservative [9, p. 102 f.; 6; 3, p. 403]. The claim is that casuists have to

assume that everything morally relevant has already been incorporated into

conventional paradigms; casuistry has thus no means whatsoever for progress or

change. Jonsen and Toulmin, anticipating this critique, compare casuistry with

common law:

In both common law and common morality problems and arguments refer

directly to particular concrete cases…. In both fields, too, the method of

finding analogies that enable us to compare problematic new cases and

circumstances with earlier exemplary ones, involves the appeal to historical

precursors or precedents that throw light on difficult new cases as they occur.

This method can provide positive guidance only if the precedents are close

enough for a positive decision. Otherwise the claims of charity or equity

demand an openness to novelty and a readiness to rethink the relevance and

appropriateness of older rules or principles. This does not mean questioning

the truth of those principles: they will remain as firm and trustworthy as ever,

as applied to the ‘‘type cases’’ out of which they grow and to which they

paradigmatically refer. [1, p. 316]

This only addresses one side of the critique. The other side, namely, that casuistry

has no means to change the paradigms themselves, is not taken seriously by Jonsen

and Toulmin. The bottom-line of the criticism is Tom Tomlinson’s harsh verdict

that the ‘‘appeal of casuistry is in many respects a superficial one that promises

much more than it delivers’’ [9, p. 84].

By elaborating on the relation between casuistry and common law reasoning at

which Jonsen and Toulmin and others hint, I will show some possibilities for the

development of casuistry. In particular, I shall explain how casuistry can make

progress and change paradigms.

Casuistry and common law reasoning

In what follows, I discuss some insights common law reasoning can provide for

ethical casuistry, namely, for the question of casuistry’s normative content, the role

of norms within casuistry, how these norms are applied, how casuistry still can

remain flexible, and how analogies can be drawn between cases.

Looking for normative content

In legal theory, precedents are understood as a normative source, namely, cases that

are regarded as having a certain normatively binding status. These precedents are

the result of authoritative decision-making. Thus, the advantage of common law is

that one knows where to look for the normative source—the decisions are collected

in reports and case books. This is different in ethical casuistry, in which one does

not have an agreed-upon corpus of precedents that one can rely on to resolve novel

cases. In high casuistry, the Jesuits still had relatively stable institutions, which, over
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the course of time, developed a corpus of paradigm cases that were regarded as

being authoritative. But modern pluralistic societies lack clear authorities in the

realm of morality. There is no agreed-upon book comprising the authoritative

decisions that count as paradigm cases for ethics in present-day secular societies.

Jonsen and Toulmin cannot make up for this disadvantage. What is more, they do

not provide any normative content themselves.

This has been criticized [3, p. 403], although it does not come as a surprise given

that casuistry is often taken to be a member of the anti-theory camp and views itself

merely as a way of reasoning with different cases. The emphasis is thus not so much

on the various paradigms but on how to reason with any paradigm.

Jonsen and Toulmin even name some modern institutions that are professionally

engaged with ethical issues—and issues in medical ethics in particular—and

through their work, provide normative sources and paradigm cases to be used

casuistically. These institutions include the Roman Catholic Bishops, ethics

commissions, academia in general and bioethics institutes (such as the Hastings

Center and the Kennedy Institute of Ethics) in particular, federal and state agencies,

and courts [1, p. 337 ff.]. This gives some guidance for where to look for paradigm

cases; but one will obviously find different—as well as evolving and changing—

normative sources in these various institutions.

The indirect effect of not having authoritative decision-makers is thus that

casuistry does not have any settled normative content. In order to discuss the

problem of methodology, one has to formulate a hypothetical question: How does

casuistry work when there is normative content? This could, for instance, be the

case when health care professionals in a Catholic hospital aim at developing a

policy for their institution, spelling out what to do in critical end-of-life situations,

how to deal with incompetent patients, etc.3 These health care professionals could

draw on two complementary sources: on past cases that actually occurred in their

specific hospital, and on Catholicism. What would these professionals do if they

were casuists, regarding their past cases and Catholicism as having a special

normatively binding status? In order to get a clearer picture of their reasoning, it is

helpful to turn to two crucial questions for case law systems: What exactly is

binding in paradigms/precedents? And how exactly are they binding?

Maxims and paradigms

These questions aim at understanding the role of paradigms in casuistry. First of all,

casuistry is unclear about its very basic elements, like cases, maxims, circum-

stances, and paradigms. As noted above, a case is understood as the combination of

circumstances and maxims. The maxims do not make clear what to consider

relevant in the circumstances, nor do the circumstances determine the relevant

maxims. Maxims are meant to be ‘‘brief rule-like sayings that give moral identity to

the case’’ [8, p. 298]—they are very rough rules. Casuists claim that paradigms are

rules that are more abstract than maxims; they are paradigmatic instances of

3 The example is about setting up a policy, but it could also have been about the same professionals

discussing a particular hard case that they actually face in their hospital.
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rightness or wrongness. Examples of paradigms are sexual abuse of children,

gratuitous care of the impoverished sick, and the general prohibition of killing.

Absent exceptional circumstances, such paradigms create initial presumptions that

carry conclusive weight. Just as with prima facie norms, paradigms state what is

presumably right or wrong; a presumption that can be rebutted in particular cases [1,

p. 307].

That paradigms are more abstract than maxims is at least the basic idea. In fact,

there is no difference between maxims like ‘‘do no harm’’ [10, p. 244] and the

general prohibition of killing as a paradigm. Although the former is indeed arguably

more concrete than the latter, there is no strict difference between maxims and

paradigms. Both are rules which are articulated in cases, that is, rules articulated

within a set of circumstances. These circumstances allow for refinements of the

rules when they are poorly formulated, helping to explicate the conditions under

which the rough rules were in the past applied.

In common law, a case resolution usually consists of the following elements:

(a) the case description; (b) the legal question at stake; (c) the reasoning about this

question; (d) the ruling on the legal question (the ratio decidendi); and (e) the result

for the particular case, which follows from the ruling [11]. The case description

(a) is nothing but the careful statement of the circumstances of the particular case

naming the familiar ‘‘who, what, when, where, why, how, and by what means.’’ The

legal question (b) mirrors the moral question, i.e., what actually triggered the

examination of the case. The reasoning element (c) also occurs in law and in ethics.

Legal and ethical cases obviously also have results for particular cases (e).

The question is whether these results are not only in law but also in ethics derived

from a rule, namely, from the rule (d), answering the question (b). The answer is

yes. If cases such as Debbie’s are instances of prohibited killing and not of care,

then the resident acted morally wrong in administering the lethal dose of morphine.

As noted above, in casuistry, maxims and paradigms are rules that are articulated

within a set of circumstances, i.e., they are similar to the ratio decidendi in legal

cases. These rules are general imperatives of the form ‘‘in situations of X and Y,

everyone ought to do Z.’’ The case resolution only refers to the characteristics (X

and Y) that are part of the antecedent, but the case in which this rule was established

has more characteristics that are featured in the case description. These further

characteristics are, from time to time, helpful for understanding the ruling, and they

are essential for distinguishing novel cases from precedent or paradigm cases. The

normative source for future cases is thus not the particular case resolution but the

paradigm in the form of a rule as articulated in the particular case with all its

particular circumstances. It is the paradigm rule that primarily matters for future

cases; the further circumstances of the paradigm case are only important in cases of

doubt concerning if or how the rule should apply to the new case.

Applying paradigms

Paradigms will often need interpretation. When interpretation shows that a new case

has the features of a past case, the solution of the new case does not require the use

of analogical reasoning, for one can ‘‘simply’’ apply the ratio of the prior case.
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Analogy only comes into play where one does not have a rule that applies without

ambiguity, but where the prior and the new case share only some relevant features.

When the prior case P has the features a, b, c, d, e, g, and was decided with the rule

A, B, C ? X, i.e., to the effect that X, a new case N-1 that has the features a-1, b-1,

c-1, could be solved using the rule from P. This application makes no use of

analogical reasoning [12]. This is, I suppose, what casuists have in mind when they

say that a paradigm decides the case when it applies directly and is not rebutted [1,

p. 307]. And it is exactly the same in common law and in casuistry.

Overruling and distinguishing paradigms

I am now in a position to take up the other above-mentioned question: how exactly

paradigms are binding. The comparison to reasoning with legal precedents is helpful

for answering this question. Yet, what is the binding force of moral paradigms in

comparison to legal precedents? That courts are bound by past decisions is called

the doctrine of precedent or stare decisis. There are, however, severe limitations for

the binding force of legal precedents. One limitation is the need to interpret the ratio

decidendi. More important are the possibilities of overruling and distinguishing.

Overruling is a means of norm revision; distinguishing is a means of expanding the

normative system by filling a gap. I will take up both in turn. Taking this into

account, the doctrine of precedent or stare decisis is actually a disjunctive obligation

of courts to either follow or distinguish a precedent. This disjunctive obligation is

probably the main reason for the flexibility of the common law [12, p. 195].

Common law reasoning also provides casuists with an answer to the critique that

casuistry is overly conservative and conventional, for it assumes that everything

morally relevant has already been incorporated into conventional paradigms and has

no means for progress or change. Recall that Jonsen and Toulmin hold that ‘‘the

claims of charity or equity demand openness to novelty and a readiness to rethink

the relevance and appropriateness of older rules or principles. This does not mean

questioning the truth of those principles: they will remain as firm and trustworthy as

ever, as applied to the ‘type cases’ out of which they grow and to which they

paradigmatically refer’’ [1, p. 316]. What they vaguely point at can be described

more precisely by invoking the notion of distinguishing.

As noted, the paradigm decides the case when it applies directly and is not

rebutted. The paradigm can be rebutted when a novel case has further characteristics

that seem to be relevantly different from the characteristics of the paradigm case,

although these characteristics are not part of the paradigm rule. In common law,

distinguishing helps keep faith with the precedent while still allowing for flexibility.

It does so by allowing for the creation of a new norm by narrowing the paradigm

rule under certain constraints. The effect of distinguishing is that one does not have

to follow a paradigm rule although it applies to the case at hand. There are

constraints on this kind of narrowing in common law: ‘‘(1) The modified rule must

be the rule laid down in the precedent restricted by the addition of a further

condition for its application. (2) The modified rule must be such as to justify the

order made in the precedent’’ [12, p. 186]. The first constraint brings in the

narrowing aspect. The idea is to add further conditions to the rule such that it does
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not apply to the later case anymore. But since the new (narrower) rule must keep

faith with the precedent, the former must be based on the latter. A precedent rule A,

B, C ? X can, for example, be narrowed to a new rule A, B, C, D ? X. The

second constraint has it that the new rule must also be a possible alternative basis for

the precedent case. Consider a precedent case with the circumstances a, b, c, d, e, g

that was decided by the precedent rule A, B, C ? X, and a new case with the

features a1, b1, c1, d1, not-e1, f1. The rule A, B, C ? X applies to both cases. If

one wants to distinguish these two cases, one would comply with the first constraint

of distinguishing with both narrower rules, A, B, C, not-D ? X, and with A, B, C,

E ? X. But only the latter rule satisfies the second constraint because the former

rule would not apply to the precedent case anymore.

The same holds for paradigms in casuistry. Once one has decided to work within

a certain normative set—remember that casuistry itself does not provide normative

content—one generally has to stick to the paradigm rules this normative set

provides. However, if the paradigm case and the new case are relevantly different,

one can narrow the paradigm rule as long as the two constraints are respected. When

Jonsen and Toulmin highlighted that ‘‘openness to novelty and a readiness to rethink

the relevance and appropriateness of older rules or principles’’ is important but that

this ‘‘does not mean questioning the truth of those principles’’ [1, p. 316], what they

had in mind is, I suppose, clearly explicated by the notion of distinguishing.

Just as distinguishing is not a rare move in legal reasoning but the daily business

of lawyers and judges, it is a frequent task for casuists, too. When there is no

paradigm rule readily applicable to the case at hand, casuists start the ‘‘lining up of

cases in a certain order,’’ thereby placing the case in a taxonomy [8, p. 301]. Starting

with a clear paradigm case—like unprovoked killing—casuists would move to less

certain cases, such as killing in self-defense against a direct attack, killing in self-

defense against an attack on one’s family, killing in self-defense to protect property,

preemptive defense, etc. The idea is thus to start with the ‘‘most manifest breaches

of the general principle [and to introduce] various combinations of circumstances

and motives that [make] the offense in question less apparent’’ [1, p. 252; 8, p. 302].

This lining up is precisely what I just described as developing the normative system

through the expansion of norms which are the result of distinguishing novel cases

from paradigm cases, thereby making the normative system more and more dense

and concrete.

From time to time there might be the need not only to expand the normative

system but also to revise it. This was the second point of the critique that casuistry is

conventional and conservative, particularly because it has no means to change the

paradigms themselves. This critique was not taken seriously by Jonsen and

Toulmin, which is not surprising, since it is a manifest problem for every normative

system, i.e., how to avoid its own conventionality and keep itself open for revisions.

Common law allows for overruling as a way to develop the legal system through the

revision of norms to the effect that the new norm replaces the initial norm. Such a

revision is a very serious step and needs careful consideration because it can affect

the stability of the legal system severely. People might rely on the norm that one is

considering modifying. This might not be as important in ethics as it is in law, but

even in ethics, as long as one wants to work within a certain ethical theory, one has
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to be explicit about when and why one wishes to revise this very normative system.

Recall the example of health care professionals developing a policy for their

Catholic hospital; once established, people might rely on this policy. Patients may

ask to be transferred to this hospital because they know how they will be treated—or

not treated—in this hospital. Medical school graduates may want to work at this

very hospital because they strongly identify with this policy. All this does not mean

that one can never change the policy; but it means that such changes require careful

consideration. These steps, derived from common law, are only a rough guide. A

review of the existing paradigms must, first, lead to the conclusion that the

particular case at hand falls under an existing paradigm rule. Second, the existing

paradigm rule, if applied, must not offer a good solution to the case at hand. Third,

another norm must be developed that fits the case better. Fourth, there must be good

reasons to believe that the new norm also fits future cases better than the old norm.

Analogical reasoning

Casuists frequently refer to analogy as their way of reasoning with cases.

Unfortunately, they do not explain what they do when reasoning analogically.

Despite frequently mentioning case comparison or analogical reasoning, they

provide no explanation for how this is to be done. Pretty much all they have to say

is, ‘‘ethical reasoning is primarily reasoning by analogy, seeking to identify cases

similar to the one under scrutiny and to discern whether the changed circumstances

justify a different judgment in the new case than they did in the former’’ [10,

p. 245]. I shall here try to clarify analogical reasoning.

The intuitive understanding of analogical reasoning is that it informs our

judgment of one thing using what we know about another thing when the two things

share some but not all features. In casuistry, then, the idea is that cases in which we

are more certain about our moral response can help to inform the judgment of new

cases to which our response is less certain. Imagine Cass has a German Shepherd

dog that is gentle with children. Whenever Cass sees another German Shepherd dog,

he assumes that this dog is also gentle with children [13, p. 743]. This example

makes use of known similarities and assumes that things that share some features

are also likely to share other features. Georg Spielthenner structures this intuitive

understanding of analogical reasoning as follows [14, p. 865]:

(1) a is u, v, w

(2) b is x, y, z

(3) a is P

(4) a : b
Therefore, b is P.

Here, a and b are analogous entities, as explicated in (4); P is a factual or normative

property; from (3) and (4), it is inferred that b is P. But, of course, knowing only one

dog’s gentleness is not a sufficient basis for reasoning in everyday life. The problem

of detecting an analogy’s rational force is still not solved by inferring from two, ten,

or fifty dogs’ known gentleness, for it can neither be the pure existence of
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similarities between the things, nor the number of similarities that provides the

normative force. As Scott Brewer puts it, ‘‘everything is similar to everything else in

an infinite number of ways, and everything is also dissimilar to everything else in an

infinite number of ways’’ [15, p. 932]. Any two items, however dissimilar, are alike

in that both are not identical to one Shepherd dog. They are also alike in not being

identical to two, three, or more Shepherd dogs.

Brewer himself developed a particularly clear understanding of analogical

reasoning that avoids extreme confidence as well as extreme distrust in the

reliability of analogies [15]. It reconstructs analogical reasoning with notions

understood much better than analogy itself. I can here only motivate the use of

Brewer’s theory of analogical reasoning in casuistry by outlining his basic idea

exemplified in Debbie’s case and by hinting at the shortcomings of alternative

understandings of analogical reasoning (cf. [16]).

One such alternative understanding is Lloyd L. Weinreb’s [17]. His endorsement

of analogical reasoning, however, is merely a consequence of his critique of

simplistic modes of deductive reasoning, picturing judges as working like a

computer program, insisting on deductive completeness of legal arguments without

the need for interpretation. The problem to determine the relevant similarity

between a known source and the target entity is solved by Weinreb in a very

optimistic but unclear manner:

support for the analogy on which analogical legal argument depends is found

in its legal context or, more simply, in the law itself. Those who insist that

there is no basis for validating a legal argument except by deduction or

induction [falsely] suppose that lawyers and judges make their arguments in a

vacuum. The legal knowledge and experience that lawyers and judges bring to

the facts of a case tell them … that some similarities count for the matter at

hand and others do not. [17, pp. 136 ff.]

This sounds more or less like the casuists’ optimism. Unfortunately, it also shares

their lack of a clear understanding of how analogical reasoning proceeds or which

formal structure it follows [18, 19].

Brewer’s understanding of analogical reasoning is much clearer. The idea is

basically that reasoning by analogy is a sequence of three distinct reasoning

processes. The first process is an abduction in a situation of doubt about the

extension of a predicate or text. Confronted with several examples, the reasoner tries

to organize these examples by a rule. Brewer calls this the ‘‘analogy-warranting

rule’’ (AWR). Second, the testing of the AWR leads to a confirmation or

disconfirmation of the AWR. Third, the AWR is applied to the particular example

that originally triggered the reasoning process.

The AWR plays a central role in Brewer’s understanding of analogy. It is

supposed to do much of the work that is necessary to attribute analogical arguments

rational force in being the sufficient warrant ‘‘to believe that the presence in an

‘analogized’ item of some particular characteristic … allows one to infer the

presence in that item of some particular other characteristic’’ [15, p. 965]. In

essence, what the AWR does is to state the logical relation between the known

characteristics of compared items and the only inferred characteristics. Imagine two
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items that are similar in that they display smoke (steps 1 and 2 in the following

quote). It is known that the smoke was caused by fire (step 3) in one of these items

(the source). Assuming there are good reasons to believe that smoke is often caused

by fire (step 4, the AWR), it may be inferred that the smoke in the other item (the

target) was (probably) also caused by fire (step 5). Schematized, the inference is as

follows [15, p. 966]:

Where x, y, z are individuals and F, G, H, are predicates of individuals:

Step 1: z has characteristics F, G, ….

Step 2: x, y, … have characteristics F, G, ….

Step 3: x, y, … also have characteristic H.

Step 4: The presence in an individual of characteristics F, G, … provides

sufficient warrant for inferring that H is also present in that individual.

Step 5: Therefore, there is sufficient warrant to conclude that H is present in z.

If the AWR has a deductive structure, steps 4 and 5 in the overall analogical

argument must satisfy the ‘‘entailment requirement, namely, that the AWR can

serve as a premise (step 4 above) that, taken together with the ‘target premise’ (step

1 above), deductively entails the conclusion (step 5 above)’’ [15, p. 971].4

I am now in a position to illustrate the three processes of analogical reasoning in

a brief discussion of Debbie’s case. The first process is an abduction (i.e., an

inference to the best explanation) in a context of doubt, or when no canonical

guidance exists. Typically, an abduction has itself three steps. The first step is to

notice an explanandum, something that calls for explanation because it is not yet

understood. In Debbie’s case, the explanandum could be the moral legitimacy of the

resident administering the morphine in a lethal dose. The second step, then, is to find

an explanans, i.e., an explanatory hypothesis for the explanandum. One possible

explanans for the moral legitimacy of the resident’s act is that it was an instance of

the maxim ‘‘physicians should respect the wishes of the patient.’’ The third step is

for the reasoner to settle on the explanans as the tentatively correct explanation of

the phenomenon. The result is thus not necessarily true but ‘‘sufficiently likely to be

the correct explanation of [the explanandum] that it is worth trying to confirm it’’

[15, p. 949] (emphasis omitted). Jonsen invoked alternative maxims that could serve

as an explanans; for instance, ‘‘competent persons have a right to determine their

fate’’ or ‘‘relieve pain.’’ I believe that it is not essential for the casuist to pick a

taxonomy, for oftentimes, various moral taxonomies can yield proper resolutions.

But, for the sake of argument, I will settle on the first explanans here. In Brewer’s

model, the explanans is the AWR. Thus, in Debbie’s case, the explanans and AWR

would be as follows: if Debbie’s case is an instance of the maxim ‘‘physicians

should respect the wishes of the patient,’’ then the resident’s administering the

morphine in a lethal dose is morally legitimate.

The second process is to measure the AWR against a separate set of explanatory

and justificatory propositions, which Brewer calls ‘‘analogy-warranting rationale’’

(AWRa). The AWRas explain and justify the AWRs. In analogical reasoning the

4 Arguments by disanalogy do have a very similar structure, see [15, p. 1007 f.].
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AWRs resemble the retrospective formal structure of the justification of a certain

judgment, its formal cogency. The AWRas, in contrast, resemble the material

justification, i.e., the justification of the rules. They are open to various kinds of

reasoning and might be vague. Oftentimes, they are very abstract policies,

principles, or deeply held convictions. One has to look in two directions, ‘‘up’’ to the

AWRas, testing the AWR for a strong degree of coherence with the AWRas, and

‘‘down’’ to test whether the AWR ‘‘effects an acceptable sorting of chosen

particulars—taking into account, for example, concerns about slippery slopes and

overbreadth.’’ Drawing on John Rawls and Nelson Goodman, Brewer calls this

reasoning device ‘‘reflective adjustment’’ [15, pp. 963, 1023].

This step is central to analogical reasoning. Here one has to see if the chosen

explanans really is the best way to explain the explanandum. When exactly this is

the case is notoriously hard to say. But I believe that what Brewer calls ‘‘reflective

adjustment’’ is what casuists call the ‘‘lining up of cases,’’ bringing various cases in

an order, from cases for which there are clear and settled intuitions to cases for

which such clarity is lacking, moving from the former to the latter by altering the

circumstances step by step, always asking how the change of this or that feature

affects the moral response to the case. This does not seem terribly different from

‘‘reflective adjustment.’’ And indeed, Arras also closes his discussion of casuistry

with the result that the decisive job in casuistic reasoning is actually not done by a

clearly structured analogy, but merely by some unclear form of reasoning that looks

pretty much like the search for a reflective equilibrium [6]. This is also very much

reminiscent of Jonsen’s kinetics, where the circumstances get fitted to other

‘‘important social institutions’’ or ‘‘personal ideals,’’ thus appropriating or

‘‘weighing them up.’’ This is the place for quantifications and for the use of

‘‘prudent judgment’’ and the ‘‘wisdom of experience’’ [8, p. 304].

The advantage of Brewer’s suggestion to test the AWR against various AWRas is

that it is more transparent than Jonsen’s model of case resolution, although Brewer’s

model also does not provide any substantive guidance on which AWR to use. So, in

Debbie’s case, it is in this second process that one measures the AWR against the

AWRas and sees if the latter justify the former. I suggested the maxim ‘‘physicians

should respect the wishes of the patient’’ as a good candidate for an AWR. This was

primarily because that is what is known from the case description. Debbie was a

dying patient, suffering great pain and asking the physician to ‘‘get this over with.’’

But does this AWR really fit the case? Formally, it can serve as an explanans for the

explanandum of the act’s moral legitimacy. But substantially, Jonsen points out

rightly, I believe, that one usually invokes this rule with confidence only in cases in

which the physician is familiar with the patient. Furthermore, one takes the patient’s

wish seriously because one respects her autonomy. One usually does not follow

patient’s requests blindly if one knows that she is temporarily out of mind. In

Debbie’s case, the resident did not know Debbie at all; also, Debbie’s lucidity is at

least doubtful. When Jonsen ultimately concludes that defects in the voluntary

nature of the request and the adequacy of the physician’s involvement are

sufficiently serious that no exception to the dominance of the maxim against killing

is justified’’ [8, p. 305 f.], he invokes a disanalogy with the rules that establish such
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exceptions (such as the maxim ‘‘physicians should respect the wishes of the

patient’’) of roughly the following form:

Target (y) = Debbie’s case.

Source (x) = cases of use of the maxim ‘‘physicians should respect the wishes of

the patient.’’

Shared characteristic, F: patient asks the physician to hasten death.

Unshared characteristic, G: physician is familiar with the patient and patient is

lucid.

Inferred characteristic, H: it is morally legitimate.

Argument:

(1) x and y both have F;

(2) x also has G;

(3) y does not have G (y has not-G);

(4) x also has H;

(5) Disanalogy-warranting rule (DWR): any F is H unless it also has not-G.

(6) Therefore, the presence of F and H in x does not provide a sufficient basis for

inferring the presence of H in y.

The third process, the application of the AWR (or DWR) to the case that

originally triggered the reasoning process, led in this case, to a negative result; the

rule is not applicable to Debbie’s case. As shown above, Beauchamp and Childress

argue that casuists ‘‘sometimes write as if paradigm cases speak for themselves

[whereas, in fact,] a recognized and morally relevant norm must connect the

cases…. The creation or discovery of these norms cannot be achieved merely by

analogy’’ [3, p. 401]. I am now in a better position to respond on behalf of casuistry:

whether or not Beauchamp and Childress’s critique is correct depends on the

understanding of analogical reasoning. Following Brewer’s model, they are right in

pointing out that one needs a norm that connects the cases. This norm is the AWR.

One might argue that this reconstruction of analogical reasoning does not capture

what is distinctive about analogies [18, 14]. Analogy is often taken to be reasoning

‘‘from particular to particular’’ as opposed to deduction (from general to particular)

and induction (from particular to general). One could suspect that, in the above

examples, the sources (that is, the particulars) are ultimately irrelevant for the

conclusion, because the conclusion largely depends on the AWR (or DWR) and not

on the source. Brewer answers this objection by highlighting that, although

analogical reasoning is rule-based, it is not reducible to rules. Rather,

argument by analogy consists not just of a narrow argumentative process of

inferring the truth or probable truth of some propositions from the truth or

probable truth of others. It involves also the abductive step of discovering the

rules to be applied, of making sense of patterns of characteristics, and of

putting characteristics into rule-like patterns. [15, p. 978]
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It should thus be recognized that, according to Brewer, the development of the

norm (AWR or DWR) that connects the cases is part of the sequence of processes

that analogical reasoning ultimately is. The norm is thus achieved by analogy, but

not by analogy only. The norm depends on support from rationales not themselves

the result of analogical reasoning. It is this emphasis on rules as the rationality

warrant combined with an explanation for why analogical reasoning is not

completely reducible to rules that distinguishes Brewer from the skeptics of the role

of analogical reasoning in law and ethics. According to Frederick Schauer, for

instance, analogies are only rational if they can be reconstructed to be purely

deductive reasoning from general rules [20, p. 183 ff.] (cf. [21]). Yet, this view does

not take seriously analogical reasoning as a distinct kind of reasoning. It also cannot

explain the flexibility and creativity, especially with regard to the distinguishing

usually attributed to it, as outlined above [22]. Other skeptics use precisely this

flexibility and creativity to speak against analogy as a reasoning method. Richard

Posner, most prominently, argues that analogical reasoning must be distinguished

from deductive reasoning from authoritative cases, stare decisis, and inductive

reasoning (in the sciences). Since he draws a sharp line between these kinds of

reasoning and analogical reasoning, the role that is left for the latter is a rather

dubious one. It is understood as merely informative or metaphorical reasoning [23,

p. 86 ff.]. However, this view falsely assumes that there really are sharp lines

distinguishing all these kinds of reasoning, although it is reasonable to assume that

in practical reasoning, these kinds of reasoning—as well as several others—are

intertwined and overlapping in an overall collaboration. Brewer’s model of

analogical reasoning is but one example of this collaboration (cf. [24, 25]).

Since casuistry does not provide normative content, and thus, no set of paradigms

or maxims to start from, the rational force of the argument largely depends on the

rationales one uses to support the chosen AWR. The less structured the normative

system one works in, the less certainty there is about which AWRs fit better and

when something like a reflective equilibrium has been reached. Because casuistry

does not provide clear starting points, one way of working casuistically would be to

try to rationalize the possible resolutions from the various possible starting points.

In Debbie’s case, one could, for instance, also use ‘‘thou shalt not kill’’ or the notion

of ‘‘care for the patient’’ as a starting point and see if they all yield the same result.

Conclusion

In this article, I elaborated on the relation between casuistry and common law

reasoning, which Jonsen and Toulmin—and many commentators—have left at the

metaphorical level. I scrutinized casuistry’s basic elements and concluded that

maxims and precedents are rules articulated in a case. I argued that as long as one

wants to work casuistically within a certain normative set, one generally has to be

faithful to the existing paradigms. When interpretation shows that a new case has

the features of a prior case, one has to apply the rule established in the prior case.

However, there are severe limitations for the binding force of paradigms and

maxims. One is the need to interpret the respective rule. More important, though,
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are the possibilities of overruling and distinguishing. Overruling is a means of norm

revision that needs to be employed carefully; distinguishing is a means to expand

the normative system by narrowing the paradigm rule. These limitations on the

binding power of paradigms make clear that casuistry is not necessarily overly

conservative and conventional, which is one line of criticism to which casuists can

now better respond. Another line of criticism is that the structure of analogical

reasoning itself is extremely unclear. I suggested the use of Brewer’s model of

analogical reasoning to address this worry. I have shown that this model helps to

structure the reasoning process without hiding away the ample spaces in which

casuists still have to rely on moral wisdom and the like.

I hope to have shown that my suggestions for strengthening casuistry in many

respects take up Jonsen and Toulmin’s own ideas and conceptions but reconstruct

them in a much more structured and precise manner by drawing comparisons with

common law reasoning. Further developed along these lines, casuistry can, I

believe, appropriately be called ‘‘morisprudence’’ or ‘‘common law morality.’’
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